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The STEAM Factory: Building 
a Community of Engaged 
Academics
 Presenter: Jim Fowler –
assistant professor, Mathematics Department
Q: How can we inspire researchers to reach out into the 
community?
A: Through the STEAM Factory, a diverse and inclusive 
grass-roots network in the Ohio State community that 
facilitates creative and interdisciplinary collaboration, 
innovation, outreach and education.
Facilitate collaboration.
Provide internal links between 
Ohio State departments and 
colleges
Provide external links to 
increase public awareness and 
understanding of Ohio State 
research
Q: What does the STEAM Factory do?




38 College, Centers, 
Institutes and Offices

























The STEAM Factory 
@ 400 W Rich St
















Collaboration and Co-working Space 





STEAM Factory reaches 
out to the community at 
farmers’ markets, local 
festivals, Franklinton 
Fridays.
We’re connecting Ohio 
State researchers with a 
diverse audience.
>180 Outreach events,
with >70 faculty presenters,
and >130 student presenters.




“The opportunity for him to meet and speak to a 
group of real-life scholars in mathematics, robots, 
computer animation and physics, then ask them 
anything he wants to in a casual environment 
has been so enriching. You cannot find that 
anyplace else in town.”
-Tracy Zollinger Turner       
A showcase of interdisciplinary work on 
HIV/AIDS from an advanced 
interdisciplinary undergraduate course 
taught be Drs. Kwiek, a virologist, and 
McDow, a historian, History/ Microbiology 
3704, HIV: From Microbiology to 
Macrohistory.
The HIV Pecha Kucha 
Song of the 
Stars
A ground-breaking cross-
disciplinary production engaging 
astrophysicists, dancers, and 
filmmakers to create a world-class 
performance designed to humanize 
science,  awaken curiosity, and 
intimately connect audiences to the 
wonders of the universe.
Primary Investigator: 
Paul Sutter, Ph.D, Visiting Fellow, College of Arts and Sciences, Physics, Astronomy
STEAM Collaborators: 
John Beacom, Ph.D, Professor, College of Arts and Sciences, Physics, Astronomy
Leonardo Carrizzo, Ph.D, Lecturer, College of Arts and Sciences, Communication
Mary Tarantino, Ph.D, Professor, College of Arts and Sciences, Theater
Inreach can support outreach
★STEAM Factory runs STEAM Exchanges,
monthly salon-style seminars that bring 
together research on a common theme from 
diverse disciplinary perspectives.
★Past topics include bias; blood; community; 
conflict; food; trees; sustainability.
STEAM Powered Projects
★ Micro-grants provide seed funding for interdisciplinary 
collaborations in research, teaching or outreach between 
STEAM Factory members
★ This work may not be easily fundable through traditional 
sources
★ 13 Projects Funded
★ 29 Faculty members 
★ 22 disciplines
E-Textile Origami
A collaborative project bridging wave physics, art, and mechanics.
Applications as diverse as patient mental health rehabilitation, biophysical 
monitoring, and engineering structure characterization.
Idea of project: a foldable e-textile antenna,
whose conductive surfaces follow an origami tessellation.
The antenna can be integrated into objects as diverse as clothing, toys, and 
bridges to sense mechanical loads and flexure.
Primary Investigators: 
Asimina Kiourti, Ph.D, Assistant Professor - Department of Electrical and Computer Eng
Ryan L. Harne, Ph.D, Assistant Professor






















and on Twitter @thesteamfactory
